Hello, can you see Panda? He is a very social bear who loves to share and always is available if any of his friends is needing him.

Now, let me introduce you to Panda's best friends: "Willy" the turtle, "Max" the rabbit, "Flip" the frog, "Ed" the mole and "Cindy" the duckling. Every one of them is very important to Panda.

One summer afternoon, all friends came together to celebrate Panda's two years. Then suddenly appeared the most beautiful animal ever seen, "Ju" the peacock. He knew it was the most admired animal for its beautiful plumage and that made him arrogant.

And with those last words Ju left leaving all friends sad.
- Willy wanted a colourful shell just like Ju's feathers.
- Max wanted a huge garden of carrots so he could be recognized everywhere.

- There you are – said Ju - pity that you will never be so beautiful like me!
- Ed wanted to build the largest shelter ever seen.
- And Cindy wished to have the most beautiful feathers on her body.

Days after not hearing nothing from his friends, Panda went looking for them to play; but sadly found that none had time because all were busy trying to be recognized in some way by the others. This left panda very sad.

But all this in the end did not really matter a lot, because Flip saw panda so sad that he told to him not to worry because he will find new friends.
Maybe, at the end, with a lot of diversity and respect between each other there are things that can be improved?

What would be a fair ending to this story in your opinion?